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MESPA State Officer Candidate Profile 
 

Name and position: Bret Domstrand, Principal, Lake Marion 
Elementary 
MESPA Division: South Suburban 
Running for: President-Elect 
 
 
Past MESPA leadership positions held: 

 
Position:   South Suburban President                         date of involvement: 2018-2019  
Position:   South Suburban President-Elect               date of involvement: 2017-2018 
Position:  South Suburban Communications Rep    date of involvement:  2017-2018 
Position:  South Suburban Legislative Rep                date of involvement:  2016-2017 
Position:  MESPA Institute Co-Chair Rep                    date of involvement:  2018 
Position:  Other various MESPA PD Leadership Roles 
 
My vision for the MESPA President-Elect position is: 
 
My vision is to support the strong work of the MESPA Board supporting our principals. I 
believe strongly that a cohesive group of leaders and educators can do tremendous things 
to further educational change within our systems. Having a committed team that pushes 
each other to be better, grow stronger, lead with kindness and focus on students, only 
makes MESPA a better collective. I envision MESPA growing in the way it offers PD 
opportunities to principals of all points in their careers. I love what we do and only want to 
help it grow. 
 
I should be selected as a candidate for MESPA President-Elect because: 
 
I take this role seriously yet also know it cannot be done alone. I should be selected 
because I am committed to the work of MESPA, finding ways to help grow in the way we 
look at community, communication and professional development. I love working in a team 
to listen to members, find solutions and provide services that make MESPA a must-have for 
the members it serves. I love being a principal and believe strongly that having a strong 
MESPA only makes our jobs better. It's not always easy doing this job but having a resource 
like MESPA is invaluable. I want to continue this work. It would be an honor to lead. 


